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Abstract

The sizes of Internet objects are known to be highly vary-
ing. We evaluate an M/G/1 queue underforeground back-
ground N (FBN ) scheduling policy for job size distribu-
tions with varyingcoefficient of variability (CoV) to an-
alyze the impact of variability of job sizes to the perfor-
mance of the policy. We find thatFBN is very efficient in
reducing the response time and minimizing the number of
jobs that are penalized (i.e., have a higher response time
underFBN than underprocessor sharing (PS)) when job
sizes have a high CoV. We also propose and analyze vari-
ants ofFBN calledfixed priorityFBN (FP�FBN ) and
differentialFBN (DF �FBN ), which introduce service
differentiation by classifying jobs intohigh priority and
low priority and then servicing the high priority before
low priority jobs in anFBN related order. The numerical
analysis conducted for highly varying job sizes reveals
thatFP � FBN achieves a perfect service differentia-
tion at the expense of a high penalty for the low priority
small jobs. WhileDF � FBN offers acceptable service
differentiation, it does not penalize small jobs with low
priority at all. Moreover,FP � FBN andDF � FBN

can guarantee the service of high priority jobs even under
overload.

Keywords: highly varying traffic, heavy-tail, foreground
background, size-based scheduling, service differentia-
tion.

1 Introduction

Delay is a key metric for the quality-of-service perceived
by end users. In today’s Internet, packets experience de-
lay due to transmission, propagation through the medium,
and queueing in routers. The sum of these delay compo-
nents, when accounted on end-to-end basis, is referred to
as theresponse time. Research has shown that the queu-
ing delay makes up a significant fraction of the response
time, particularly at high load. Scheduling policies used
at routers have a significant impact on the queueing delay,
and their performances depend on the traffic variability.

Evidence of high variability in the Internet traffic has

been widely observed with respect to the sizes of data
objects in computer systems. In particular, data files
transferred through the Internet [13, 2], files stored in
Web servers [5, 2], and flows service times in Internet
[7, 12]. The high variability attribute of the Internet traf-
fic is sometimes referred to as heavy tail property [9, 6].
In this paper, the high variability in the Internet is char-
acterized as the Internet traffic consisting of many small
jobs with small sizes mixed with a few, very large jobs.
In particular, we consider a flow size distribution to be
highly varying if its coefficient of variability (CoV) is
high, and about half of the total system load is due to very
few largest flows. The CoV, which is defined as the ratio
of the standard deviation to the mean of a distribution, is
a useful metric to determine the variability of a distribu-
tion. We analyze a size-based scheduling policy called
Foreground Background N (FBN ) in an M/G/1 system to
see the impact of high variability in the response time. In
this paper, we refer to response time as the overall time
a job spends in the M/G/1 system. The term job is used
to denote any entity that represents information in a net-
work, e.g., a flow, a connection, or a session.

Policies that favor short jobs have been known to min-
imize the mean response time. But they have been long
known in queueing theory to highly penalize large jobs.
This however, is not necessarily true when the job size
distribution has a high variance. Theshortest remaining
processing time algorithm (SRPT) favors small jobs by
giving priority to short jobs or jobs with shortest remain-
ing time. It is proven in [1] that for highly varying job
sizes, even the largest jobs are either not penalized at all
or see a negligible penalty. Similarly, we demonstrated
in [15] that theforeground background infinity (FB�)
scheduling policy, a policy that also favors small jobs over
large ones by giving service to a job or jobs in the sys-
tem that have received the least service among all jobs in
the system [4], slightly increases the response time of the
largest jobs with a significant reduction in the response
times of the small jobs for job size distributions with high
CoV.

SRPT andFB� are not generic as they cannot be im-
plemented everywhere in the network. SRPT is limited
to network environments where job sizes are known [19].
An implementation ofFB� is not limited to the knowl-



edge of job sizes, but it requires an infinite number of
queues to ideally realize [18, 4]. Although we showed in
[16] that it is feasible to implementFB� by allocating
a separate queue to each flow, this implementation is not
scalable in routers with a large number of flows such as
core routers. In this paper, we analyze a variant ofFB�
calledFBN , which is a size-based scheduling policy that
also favors small jobs likeFB�, but maintains a finite
number of N queues.

TheN queues inFBN are classified as (N � �) fore-
ground queues and onebackground queue. In FBN , all
queues share a single server according to their priorities.
Let the first foreground queue be indexed� and the back-
ground queue indexedN , then a job at the head of queue
j receives service if all queuesi � f�� �� ���� Ng, i � j are
empty. InFBN , all jobs arrive at the first (highest prior-
ity) foreground queue where they receive, in FIFO order,
a fixed amount of service called quantum. A job then ei-
ther leaves the system if it has completed its service or is
relayed to the subsequent queue. From each foreground
queue, the job receives a service of one quantum if the
previous queues are empty, until it is completely served.
Jobs that complete their service in one of the foreground
queues are calledforeground jobs, and jobs that have not
completed their service in one of the foreground queues
are calledbackground jobs. Background jobs are also ser-
viced in FIFO order. A background job returns back at the
head of the background queue after each quantum of ser-
vice, where it is immediately taken back to service if all
foreground queues are still empty. The process continues
until the jobs complete service. Quantum values inFBN

can be the same for all queues or can be different for each
queue.

The service received by foreground jobs underFBN
is the same as their services underFB�. Hence, the
benefits ofFB� in minimizing the mean response time
of jobs with high CoV can be reaped from all network
routers by deploying a scalableFBN policy instead. We
present a numerical analysis ofFBN in Section 4, where
we compare its offeredslowdown to the slowdown of-
fered byFB� and processor sharing PS. Slowdown is
the normalized response time, i.e., the ratio of the mean
response time of a job to its size. The slowdown metric
is important to analyze the fairness of a scheduling policy
when compared to the slowdown of a fair policy, like pro-
cessor sharing, which offers the same mean slowdown to
all jobs. The results in this paper show thatFBN favors
more foreground jobs for job size distribution with a high
CoV than with low CoV, and the percentage of jobs that
arepenalized underFBN is less for a job size distribu-
tion with a high CoV than with low CoV, particularly at
load close to 1. We say a job under a scheduling policy
is penalized if it has higher slowdown under that policy
than under PS.

While the background jobs that are penalized under
FBN comprise a very tiny percentage of jobs in case of
job size distribution with high CoV, less than 1%, this

penalty is not acceptable by jobs or users that are clas-
sified as important.FBN however, cannot differentiate
the service of jobs using any attribute other than their
sizes. Hence, it cannot guarantee the service quality of
important jobs or users. Moreover,FBN cannot service
background jobs under overload. In Section 6, we pro-
pose and evaluate variants ofFBN that differentiate the
service among jobs by classifying them intohigh prior-
ity jobs andlow priority jobs based on desired attributes.
The objective is to guarantee the service quality of the
high priority jobs.

We first proposefixed priority FBN (FP � FBN )
scheduling policy, which serves jobs of each priority in a
separateFBN system such that low priority jobs receive
service only if there is no high priority job in the corre-
spondingFBN system. InFP �FBN , the service of the
priority job depends only on the load that they constitute
rather than the total system load. Therefore,FP � FBN
can guarantee the service of the high priority jobs even
under overload, as long as they constitute load of less than
1, which should be the case in practice. ButFP � FBN

significantly improves the service of high priority jobs at
the expense of high response time to low priority small
jobs. However, the mean slowdown of all small jobs un-
derFBN (without service differentiation) is significantly
low. Since these jobs constitute large percentage of all
jobs in highly varying job sizes, penalizing them, as in
FP�FBN , degrades the overall system performance. We
proposedifferentialFBN (DF�FBN ) policy, which also
significantly reduces the response time of the high priority
background jobs while maintaining the mean slowdown
of low priority small jobs as low as underFBN . This is
achieved by differentiating only the service of the back-
ground jobs such that the low priority background jobs
receive service in the background queue only when there
are no high priority background (and foreground) jobs in
the system. Similarly, the high priority background jobs
underDF � FBN can receive service even under over-
load.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in the
next section, we discuss the related previous work. Fore-
ground background scheduling and mathematical expres-
sions of the performance metrics are presented in Section
3. In Section 5, we discussFBN under overload. We
analyze and evaluate differential and priorityFBN ’s in
Section 6 and conclude the paper in Section 7.

2 Previous Work

There is a significant amount of research that makes use
of high variability attribute of Internet job sizes to im-
prove the quality of service of the jobs. This research
focuses on different issues such as reducing delay in net-
works, routing, or bandwidth sharing.

In [1], SRPT is proposed to improve the performance
of HTTP requests in Web servers. Experiments with the
kernel level implementation of SRPT were executed in a



LAN and a WAN environments. The results show that
large requests are negligibly penalized in case of high
CoV job sizes under SRPT. Another attempt that uses
SRPT to perform size based scheduling is [8], where con-
nection scheduling is done in a Web server. The results
show an improvement in the mean response time by a
factor close to 4. Another paper that considers size-based
scheduling using SRPT in Web servers is [3]. The authors
suggest that using SRPT causes large files to have an arbi-
trarily high maximum slowdown. However, they assumed
a worst-case adversarial sequence of Web requests in the
paper. Roberts et. al. [17] suggest that SRPT may be
beneficial in sharing bandwidth on a link in case of highly
varying job sizes. In [16], we proposed a flow level imple-
mentation ofFB� for access routers of a virtual private
network (VPN) with provisioned core services, where the
reduction in response time at the edge directly reduces the
end-to-end delay. We demonstrated that the feasibility of
the implementation in edge devices relies on a moderate
number of flows.

Shaikh et. al. [20] propose a load balancing routing
technique that is based on flow sizes. The authors show
that load sensitive routing can be efficiently made sta-
ble if applied to only long-lived flows. The success of
this load-balancing technique depends on the variability
of flow sizes, since for highly varying flow sizes dynam-
ically routing less than 1% of flows means dynamically
routing more than half of the load.

The work of this paper was motivated by our previous
work in [15] where we analyzedFB� and the fact that
FBN services foreground jobs likeFB�. We showed in
[15] thatFB� minimizes the mean slowdown of small
jobs while maintaining a reasonable penalty for large jobs
in terms of the mean slowdowns when the job size distri-
bution has a high variance. Also, we demonstrated that
FB� offers a lower mean response time than FIFO for
job size distributions with high CoV. Moreover, the sta-
bility of FB� under overload conditions proved in [15]
is an important advantage ofFBN over traditional FIFO
and PS policies. The results in [14] and [15] show that
while SRPT is optimal,FBN andFB� are quite close
to SRPT for job sizes with a high CoV.

3 Foreground Background
Scheduling

In this section, we discuss the mathematical preliminar-
ies for foreground background scheduling and present ex-
pressions for the performance metrics considered in the
paper. These performance metrics are conditional mean
response time defined asE�T �x�� � E��T jX � x��
and conditional mean slowdown (E�S�x��), which is de-
fined asE�S�x�� � E�T �x��

x
, whereX is a random vari-

able representing the job sizex. It follows that for any
two scheduling policies A and B we haveE�T �x��A

E�T �x��B
�

E�T �x��A�x
E�T �x��B�x

� E�S�x��A
E�S�x��B

.

3.1 Preliminaries

Let the average job arrival rate be�. Assume that
the probability density function of the job sizeX is
f�x�. Given the cumulative distribution functionF �x� �R x
� f�t�dt, we denote the survivor function ofX as
F c�x� � � � F �x�. Let us consider the truncated distri-
bution ofX at x. The p.d.f of this truncated distribution
is given as:

fx�y� �

��
�

f�y� if y � x
F c�x� if y � x
� otherwise.

The moments of a random variableXx of the truncated
p.d.ffx�y� are defined as:

xnx �

Z x

�

yndF �y� 	 xnF c�x�� (1)

Integrating the first term of Equation (1) by parts, we ob-
tainxnx � n

R x
o y

�n���F c�y�dy. Equation (1) shows the
moments that account for the contribution of all jobs to
the response time of the job of sizex (see [10], pp. 173),
and we note thatxn

�
are the moments of the original

distribution. The load associated with all jobs of sizes
less than or equal tox for the truncated distribution is
�x � �xx and�� � � is the total load.

Foreground background (FB) scheduling is a multilevel
queueing policy that services jobs based on their sizes.
The service time received by a job in a queuej of a fore-
ground background scheduling policy is called a quantum
and has a value ofsj . If quantum values of all queues of
FB are infinitesimally small, the FB policy is calledpro-
cessor sharing FB. An FB scheduling algorithm that re-
quires an infinite number of multilevel queues to realize
is denoted asFB�. The formula forE�T �x��FB� for
processor sharing model ofFB� is given in [18, 4] as:

E�T �x��FB� �
�x�x

���� �x��
	

x

�� � �x�
� (2)

FB� is the most suitable size based policy that min-
imizes the mean slowdown of jobs without prior knowl-
edge of their sizes [10], but the fact that it requires an
infinite number of queues is a major drawback in its im-
plementation. Also, the quantum values in a practical
scheduling policy are nonzero. Thus, we analyze another
foreground background scheduling policy calledFBN ,
which maintains a fixed number ofN queues and uses
fixed size quanta.

3.2 FBN scheduling

The expression for the conditional mean waiting time for
a fixed size quantaFBN is derived in [21, 11]. In ([10],



Chapter 4), different multilevel processor-sharing vari-
ants ofFBN are analyzed. In [11, 10] numerical eval-
uations for the conditional mean response time of jobs
underFBN are presented for the case of an M/M/1 sys-
tem. We will derive the expressions for the conditional
mean response time for theM�G���FBN model in this
section.

In FBN scheduling, a job in a queuej receives a ser-
vice of one quantum (sj) only if all queuesi, i � j are
empty. Let�j be the service received by a job up to the
foreground queuej � N � �, i.e.,�j �

Pj
i�� si. A fore-

ground job of size�j is delayed by the system workload
due to all the jobs in the system (Wo��j�), truncated to a
size�j if the job size isx � �j . This workload is given
by the Pollaczek-Khinchin (PK) mean value formula [10]
applied to a job of size�j as:

Wo��j� �
�x��j

���� ��j �
� (3)

Note thatWo � Wo��� is the mean waiting time due
to the total workload in the system. One can show that
Equation (3) is the same as Equation (9) in [21], which
is used to derive the expression for the conditional mean
waiting time inFB�. Equation (3) is used in this paper
because of its compact form. Putting Equation (3) in the
expression of the mean waiting time of a foreground job
of size�j as derived in [21, 11], we obtain the compact
expression ofE�W ��j�� as:

E�W ��j�� �
Wo��j� 	 �j����j��

��� ��j�� �
� (4)

SinceE�T ��j�� � E�W ��j�� 	 �j , we obtain the expres-
sion for the conditional mean response time of a job of
size�j underFBN (E�T ��jj�j � �N����) as:

E�T ��j j�j � �N���� �
Wo��j�� sj��j��

��� ��j�� �

	
�j

��� ��j�� �
� (5)

It is easy to see that as quantum sizes,si i � f�� �� ���� Ng
approach to zero, Equation (5) becomes the same as the
expression forE�T �x��FB� given in Equation (2).

Let us now look at background jobs. A background
job returns at the head of the background queuekN �

dx��N��sN
e times, and each time it is immediately taken

back into service if all foreground queues are still empty.
We denote the mean waiting time of a background job
asWB�x�, which is due to the total workload that the
background job finds in the system upon its arrival (Wo)
and the delay due to service interruptions caused by
new arrivals while the background job is in the system
(Ws��N���). The time during which these new arrivals
may occur has a mean duration ofE�T �x�� � sN �
WB�x� 	 �N�� 	 �kN � ��sN . Note thatE�T �x��� sN
is also the duration during which a background job can

be interrupted by new arrivals. The termkN � � arises
from the fact that a job is not interrupted once it be-
gins its last quantum of service. The new arrivals have
a mean arrival rate of�. Hence, by Little’s Law, the aver-
age number of these new arrivals is given as��WB�x� 	
��N�� 	 �kN � ��sN �� � ��E�T �x�� � sN �, each of
which delays the background job by an average time of
x�N�� time. Therefore, the expression ofWs��N��� is
given as�WB�x� 	 ��N�� 	 �kN � ��sN ����N�� , where
��N�� � �x�N�� . Hence,

WB�x� � Wo 	Ws��N���� (6)

substituting the expression ofWs��N��� in Equation (6)
we obtain:

WB�x� � Wo 	 �WB�x� 	 ��N�� 	 �kN � ��sN ����N�� �

after some algebra, we obtain the expression ofWB�x�
as:

WB�x� �
Wo 	 ��N�� 	 �kN � ��sN ���N��

��� ��N�� �
� (7)

We will use the expression ofWs��N��� repeatedly in
this paper, it is therefore convenient to provide its defini-
tion here as follows:

Definition 1 Assume a background job with mean
response time E�T �x��, the delay of the job due to
the service interruptions of new arrivals is defined as
Ws��N��� � �E�T �x��� sN ���N�� .

Using the relation thatE�T �x�� � E�W �x�� 	 x, we ob-
tain the expression for the conditional mean response time
of a background job of sizex � �N�� as:

E�T �xjx � �N���� �
Wo � sN��N��
��� ��N�� �

	
x

��� ��N�� �
� (8)

Finally, we obtain the expression for the mean response
time of a job underFBN as:

E�T �x�� �

�
Equation (5) ifx � �N��
Equation (8) ifx � �N���

(9)

Note from Equation (9) that the conditional mean re-
sponse time of a job with size less than or equal to�N��
underFBN is the same as its conditional mean response
time underFB�. Therefore, a good tuning of�N��
value for a job size distribution with high CoV can guar-
antee that all small jobs receive the same service under
FBN as underFB�.

4 Numerical Evaluation of FBN

In this section, we discuss numerical results ofFBN and
we compare it withFB� and PS for empirical job sizes



with high and low CoV. Our objective is to evaluateFBN

in terms of reducing the response time of small jobs, and
in terms of the amount of large jobs it penalizes. We
use the bounded Pareto distributionBP �k� p� 	� (where
k andp are the minimum and maximum job sizes and	
is the exponent of the power law) as a typical example of
high CoV empirical job sizes for largep values and the
exponential distribution to represent low CoV empirical
job sizes. The density functions of the bounded Pareto
and the exponential distributions are given asfBP �x� �

�k�

���k�p��x
���� for k � x � p and� � 	 � �, and

fExp�x� � 
e��x for x � �, 
 � � respectively.
The BP distribution can have a very high CoV, whereas

the CoV of the exponential distribution is always 1.
In particular, we use the bounded ParetoBP ���� 
 �
��	� ���� with a mean of 72.7 and aCoV � ���� and
the exponential distribution with a mean of � ��
.
BP ���� 
 � ��	� ���� distributed jobs have highly vary-
ing sizes as about 99% of jobs have small sizes and less
than 1% of the largest jobs constitute about 50% of the
total load. The number of foreground queues used in nu-
merical analysis isN � � � ���� and the quantum size
is si � ��� �i � f�� �� ����Ng for theBP distribution.
Hence, the service required by a job that finishes service
in the last foreground queue is�N�� � �����. We use
the same quantum size values for the case of exponen-
tial distribution. The number of foreground queues used
for the exponential distribution isN � � � ����, which
gives the service required by a job that finishes service in
the last foreground queue as�N�� � �����.

Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the mean slowdown of dif-
ferent job sizes at load� � ���. The slowdown as a func-
tion of job size in the figures exhibits three phases. The
first phase whenFBN is identical toFB�, the second
phase is whenFBN shows a sharp increase in slowdown
and the conditional mean slowdown is higher underFBN

than underFB�, and the last phase is whenFBN per-
forms better thanFB� in terms of their conditional mean
slowdown. As noted in Equation (9), a foreground job un-
derFBN has the same response time (resp. slowdown) as
underFB�. That is why, in the first phase of the figures,
FBN andFB� have identical slowdown. However, we
note that all foreground jobs have a lower mean slowdown
underFB� andFBN than under PS for the BP distribu-
tion. For the exponential distribution, this is not the case.

We classify the background jobs to jobs that return to
the background queue a few times and jobs that return
to the background queue many times. The second phase
represents the slowdown of the jobs that enter the back-
ground queue a few times. These jobs have a higher slow-
down underFBN than underFB� or PS for both distri-
butions, as they are no longer favored in the background
queue. Instead, they are the smallest jobs in the back-
ground queue and thus are penalized by the FIFO policy
in the background queue. The peak slowdown value of
jobs in the second phase depends on the value of�N��
and on the load: the slowdown decreases for increasing
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Figure 1:Expected conditional slowdown as a function of
job size at load � � ���

�N�� or decreasing load� values. If�N�� is small, the
slowdowns (resp. response times) of the jobs in the back-
ground queue are affected by the service of a larger num-
ber of jobs in the background due to the FIFO schedul-
ing order in the background queue. The dependence of
E�S�x�� on the load may be explained by the physical
system behavior where the interference among jobs in the
background queue is smaller when the arrival rate is small
than when it is high.

For the jobs that return to the background queue many
times, we observe from Figures 1(a) and 1(b) thatFBN

results in a lower mean slowdown to the jobs thanFB�.
For BP distribution, we further see that these jobs have
a lower mean slowdown underFBN than under PS. This
is not the case for the exponential distribution as Figure
1(a) shows that the mean slowdown of the jobs remains
higher underFBN than under PS. This is the third phase
of the figures. This phenomenon is also observed to de-
pend on the value of�N�� and on the load�. It is worth
mentioning that the mean slowdown of these jobs under
FBN increases in increasing�N�� or load values. The
numerical results showing the dependence of the mean
slowdown on�N�� and on load are omitted here due to
space limitation. We refer to [14] for more details.

We now analyze the percentage of large jobs that ex-
perience a higher mean slowdown underFBN andFB�
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Figure 2: Expected conditional slowdown E�S�x�� as a
function of percentiles of job size distribution, at load � �
���

than under PS for the BP and exponential job size dis-
tributions. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the slowdown of
FB�, FBN , and PS as a function of the percentiles of
job size distributions considered. Note that for the BP
distribution, less that 1% of the largest jobs have a higher
mean slowdown (but finite, see Figure 3(b)) underFB�
andFBN than under PS. For the exponential distribu-
tion, we observe that about 15% of the jobs experience a
higher slowdown underFB� andFBN than under PS.
Hence,FB� andFBN are more fair for job size distri-
butions with high CoVs than job size distributions with
low CoVs.

For the BP distribution, we observe in Figure 3(b) that
at load� � ���, less than 0.001% of the jobs receive
a very slight penalty in terms of increase in their mean
slowdown underFB� as compared to PS, which is quite
a small percentage. For the case of the exponential distri-
bution (Figure 3(a)), the percentage of jobs that receive a
penalty is observed to be higher than for the BP distribu-
tion. Finally, we observe in Figure 3(b) thatFBN is not
fair for some jobs in the second phase with service times
x slightly higher than�N��. However, the percentage of
these jobs is much lower (less than 0.02%) for the BP dis-
tribution that for exponential distribution and depends on
the value of�N��. Thus, for the job size distribution with
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Figure 3: Expected conditional slowdown E�S�x�� as a
function of percentiles of job size distribution zoomed at
high percentiles, at load � � ���

a high CoV, the results assert thatFB� andFBN are
quite fair.

5 FBN under overload

The stability ofFB� under overload was proven in [15].
We showed that all jobs with sizes less than or equal to
xFB����, with xxFB� ��� � �

�
, receive service when

FB� system is overloaded. Since foreground jobs un-
derFBN have the same response times and slowdowns
as underFB�, on average jobs in a foreground queuej
can receive service under overload ifx�j � �

�
. On the

other hand, jobs in the background queue have no chance
of being serviced under overload even if all foreground
jobs are serviced andx�N�� � �

� , since the FIFO pol-
icy applied to the background queue becomes unstable.
The instability is due to the fact that when all foreground
jobs receive service under overload condition, the load at
the background queue� � �x�N�� is always greater than
the remaining effective load���xxFB� ��� hence the in-
stability of the background queue. When the background
queue is unstable, its size keeps growing to infinity. How-
ever, some jobs at the head of the queue can receive ser-
vice and eventually leaves the system. Once again, this
shows that the tuning of�N�� is important to make sure



that small jobs receive service in the foreground queue
so that they may also completely receive service under
FBN in case of overload. The tuning may require a prior
knowledge of the job size distribution, which is difficult
to obtain.

The numerical results forFBN are summarized as fol-
lows :

� FBN favors more jobs for job size distributionswith
high CoV than low CoV

� The percentage of large jobs that experience a
penalty underFBN is negligible for job size distri-
butions with a high CoV, henceFBN is quite fair to
large jobs

� The maximum mean slowdown of the background
jobs that return to the background queue a few times
depends on the�N�� value and system load�: it
increases in increasing load and decreasing�N��

� Almost all background jobs will terminate receiving
service under overload.

6 Service Differentiation in FBN

FBN can not differentiate jobs based on an attribute other
than their size, and the jobs that enter the background
queue a few times experience high response times under
FBN as load increases and even no service at all under
overload. In many networking environments, service dif-
ferentiation based on attributes such as protocol number,
type of application, or user-assigned priorities is required
to guarantee the quality of the important traffic. Exam-
ples of differentiation attributes are VPN traffic against
IP public traffic, streaming traffic against elastic traffic,
RTP against non-RTP, and etc. The service differentiation
can also be based on more than one attribute. For exam-
ple, we may want to give high priority to not only VPN
traffic but also to delay intolerant streaming traffic. More
service differentiation attributes are possible, and can be
selected depending on which traffic the operator defines
as more important. To achieve such a service differenti-
ation, we propose variants ofFBN architecture that can
classify the incoming jobs and differentiate their service.

TheseFBN variants that we propose first classify the
incoming jobs intohigh priority and low priority jobs.
Then, the high priority jobs are favored over the low pri-
ority jobs. We denote the variables corresponding to high
priority jobs by a subscript or superscriptH and for the
low priority jobs by a subscript or superscriptL. The size
of a high priority job is referred asxH and that of a low
priority job asxL. We assume that a high priority job ar-
rives at the system with probabilityp and a low priority
job arrives with probability�� p. When� is the average
arrival rate of jobs in the system, the average arrival rates
of high priority and low priority jobs are then�H � p�

and�L � �� � p�� respectively. A reasonable mean ar-
rival rate of the high priority jobs is at most 30% of the
total mean arrival rate, i.e.,p � ��. We further assume
that the low and high priority jobs maintain the same dis-
tribution as the aggregate of the jobs. That is, iff�x� is
the p.d.f of all job classes, thenf�x� � fL�x� � fH�x�.
The load corresponding to high priority jobs of sizes less
than or equal toxH and low priority jobs of sizes less
than or equal toxL are�Hx � p�x and�Lx � �� � p��x
respectively. Similarly, we denote the system backlog due
to high priority jobs asW H

o and the backlog due to low
priority jobs asW L

o . The expressions forWH
o andWL

o

are the same as Equation (3) with�N�� � �, and with
� and� values corresponding to the class of the job. That

is,WH
o � �Hx��

�����H
�
� andWL

o � �Lx��
�����L

�
� .

In the next sections, we present two variants ofFBN .
We derive the expressions for the conditional mean re-
sponse times of foreground and background jobs with
high priority and low priority. We also present some
numerical results to compare the performance improve-
ments in terms of reduction of the conditional mean re-
sponse time for high priority jobs. We also evaluate the
increase of the mean slowdown for the low priority jobs.

6.1 Fixed Priory FBN Architecture

The first variant ofFBN that we propose is calledfixed
priorityFBN scheduling policy (FP�FBN ). FP�FBN
employs a separateFBN system for each priority class. In
theFP � FBN policy, an incoming job is first classified
to high priority or low priority, and then forwarded to the
FBN system that corresponds to his class. The jobs in
each priority class are serviced inFBN order except that
the low priority jobs are serviced only if there are no high
priority jobs, i.e., all queues in theFBN that corresponds
to high priority class are empty. Moreover, the low pri-
ority service ispreempted on the arrival of the high pri-
ority jobs. Figure 4 shows theFP � FBN architecture.
For simplicity in analysis, we assume that the number of
queues, quantum values, and the values of�N�� in either
FBN of FP � FBN are the same.

Incoming
traffic

Low priority

High priority

Classifier

FBN

FBN

Outgoing
traffic

Server

Figure 4:Fixed priority FBN architecture

The FP � FBN scheduling policy improves the ser-
vice of high priority jobs by avoiding the interruptions of
the service of the high priority background jobs due to
low priority jobs in the foreground queue and it reduces
the mean response times of the low priority small jobs by
servicing them in a separateFBN policy. In the following



sections, we compute the expressions of the conditional
mean response times for jobs with different priorities.

6.1.1 High priority foreground jobs

The conditional mean response time of high priority fore-
ground job underFP�FBN is the same as its conditional
mean response time underFBN with the mean arrival rate
� � �H and load� � �H

�
. Hence, from Equation (5),

we get the expression for conditional mean response time
for a job size�j, �j � f�� ���� N � �g underFP � FBN
(E�T �xj�j � �N����FP�FBN ) as:

E�T ��j j�j � �N���� �
WH

o ��j� � sj�
H
�j��

��� �H�j�� �

	
�j

��� �H�j�� �
� (10)

whereWH
o ��j� �

�Hx��j
�����H�j

� , which is the system backlog

due to the high priority jobs in the system that delays the
high priority foreground job of size�j.

6.1.2 High priority background jobs

The response time of a high priority background job un-
derFP �FBN is the same as the response time in an iso-
latedFBN policy with the mean arrival rate�H at load
�Hx . Hence, the expression for the mean response time of
the job sizexH underFP � FBN is easily derived from
Equation (8) as:

ET �xH jxH � �N��� �
WH

o � sN�
H
�N��

�� � �H�N�� �

	
xH

��� �H�N�� �
� (11)
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Figure 5: Expected slowdown of high priority jobs un-
der FP � FBN as a function of job size for BP ���� 
 �
��	� ����, at p � ��

Figure 5 shows the mean slowdowns of the high pri-
ority jobs with mean arrival rate�H � ��� under
FP � FBN at load� � ��� and� � ��
. We see from
the figure thatFP �FBN significantly reduces the slow-
down of the high priority jobs. We note that even at load

� � ���, the mean slowdown of high priority jobs un-
derFP � FBN is far below their mean slowdown under
PS. Observe also that a reasonable mean arrival rate of
the high priority jobs also guarantees that the high prior-
ity jobs will continue to receive service under overload.
In particular, the high priority jobs receive service under
overload as along as�H

�
� p� � �.
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Figure 6: Expected slowdown of low priority jobs un-
derFP � FBN as a function of job size forBP ���� 
 �
��	� ����, at load� � ���

6.1.3 Low priority foreground jobs

Assume an isolated low priorityFBN system. The mean
waiting time of the low priority background job (xL) in
this isolated system is the same as its mean waiting time
in an FBN system with mean arrival rate and load of
�L and�Lx respectively. We denote this waiting time by
E�W �xL��. In theFP � FBN policy however, the low
priority foreground job will be further delayed by the ser-
vice of the backlog that it finds in the high priorityFBN
system upon its arrivalWH

o , the service of new arrivals of
the high priority jobs while the low priority job is in the
systemWs�xH �, and its service timexL. Hence,

E�T �xLjxL � �N���� � WH
o 	 E�W �xL��

	 �Ws�xH� 	 xL��

The expressions forWH
o and E�W �xL�� are given in

Equation (3) for�j � � and��j � �H
�

and Equation
(4) for � � �L and��j�� � �L�j�� respectively. Sim-
ilarly, Ws�xH� is given by Definition 1 asWs�xH � �
�E�T �xLjxL � �N����� sN ��H

�
�. Then,

E�T �xLjxL � �N���� � WH
o 	 E�W �xL�� 	 xL

	 E�T �xLjxL � �N�����
H
�

� sN�
H
�
�

after some algebra, we obtainE�T �xLj�N�� � xL�� as:

E�T �xLjxL � �N���� �
WH

o 	 E�W �xL��

��� �H
�
�

	
xL � sN�

H
�

��� �H
�
�
�



6.1.4 Low priority background jobs

Finally, a low priority background job is delayed by the
system backlog due to the high priority jobs that it finds in
the system upon arrival,WH

o , the service of new arrivals
of high priority jobsWs�xH �, and its service timexL. In
addition, the job will wait in the system due to its waiting
time in a low priorityFBN system assuming that it is
isolatedWB�xL�. That is,

E�T �xLjxL � �N���� � WH
o 	WB�xL�

	 Ws�xH� 	 xL�

The expression forWB�xL� is given in Equation (7) for
Wo � WL

o and� � �L�N�� andWs�xH� is given by Defi-
nition 1 as�E�T �xLjxL � �N����� sN ��H

�
. Hence, the

expression forE�T �xLjxL � �N���� is given as:

E�T �xLjxL � �N���� � WH
o 	WB�xL�

	 E�T �xLjxL � �N�����
H
�

� �sN�
H
�
� xL��

after some algebra, we obtain:

E�T �xLjxL � �N���� �
WH

o 	WB�xL�

��� �H
�
�

	
xL � sN�

H
�

��� �H
�
�
� (12)

Figure 6 shows the mean slowdown of the low priority
jobs underFP � FBN for differentp values at load� �
���. We observe from the figure that the mean slowdown
of the low priority small jobs underFP � FBN is quite
high and increases in increasing the mean arrival rate of
high priority jobs (�H � p�). Note that the low priority
jobs experience the minimum mean response time under
FP � FBN whenp � �, i.e., there are only low priority
jobs in the system. The minimum mean response time of
low priority jobs underFP � FBN is the same as under
FBN . Thus, the service of the high priority jobs under
FP � FBN comes at the expense of a high penalty to
small jobs with low priority.

6.2 Differential FBN

Figures 2(b) and 3(b) show that if the job size distribution
exhibits high variability, more than 99% of jobs have a
lower slowdown underFBN than under PS. Thus, with-
out differentiation, all small jobs under theFBN policy
receive low mean response times. It is only a few back-
ground jobs that receive high response times, particularly
at load values close to 1. In this section, we propose and
analyze another variant ofFBN that we callDifferential
FBN (DF � FBN ). The objective of this policy is to
improve the mean response time of high priority back-
ground jobs while maintaining the response time of all
small jobs as low as underFBN . DF�FBN services all
small jobs in foreground queues, but low priority and high

priority background jobs are serviced in separate back-
ground queues. Hence,DF � FBN maintains two back-
ground queues, see Figure 7. Low priority background
jobs are serviced in a low priority background queue only
if all foreground queues and the high priority background
queue are empty, whereas the high priority background
jobsxHL receive service once all foreground queues are
empty. In the next section, we analyzeDF � FBN as-
suming that the mean arrival rate of the high priority jobs
�H and the mean arrival rate of low priority jobs�L are
known.

Queues

Foreground

Incoming

Outgoing
traffic

traffic

Classifier Server

background queue

Low priority
background queue
High priority

Figure 7:DifferentialFBN architecture

6.2.1 Foreground jobs

The conditional mean response time of a foreground
job (high priority or low priority) underDF � FBN is
the same as the conditional mean response time under
FBN with the same mean arrival rate. Hence, the for-
mula for the mean response time of a foreground job
that completes service in queuej, j � f�� ���� N � �g
(E�T ��jj�j � �N����) is the same as Equation (5) with
appropriate mean arrival rate� and load�.

6.2.2 High priority background jobs

Now, we compute the expression for the mean response
time of high priority background jobs (E�T �xH jxH �
�N����). A high priority background job is delayed in the
queue due to the service of the system backlog of the high
priority jobs that it finds in the systemW H

o , the service of
the backlog of low priority jobs in the foreground queues
WL

o ��N���, and its own servicexH . In addition, the job
is delayed by the service of the newly arriving jobs in
foreground queues byWs��N���. That is,

E�T �xH jxH � �N���� � WH
o 	WL

o ��N���

	 Ws��N��� 	 xH �

Definition 1 gives the expression ofWs��N��� as
�E�T �xH jxH � �N����� sN ���N�� and the expression
forWL

o ��N��� is given from Equation (3) for�j � �N��
and� � �L. Hence,E�T �xH jxH � �N���� is given as:

E�T �xH jxH � �N���� � WH
o 	WL

o ��N��� 	

E�T �xH jxH � �N������N��
�sN��N�� 	 xH �



after some algebra, we get:

E�T �xH jxH � �N���� �
WH

o 	WL
o ��N���

��� ��N�� �

	
xH � sN��N��
��� ��N�� �

�
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Figure 8:The performance ofDF �FBN for BP ���� 
�
��	� ���� as a function of job size, at p � ��

In theDF � FBN architecture, the service of all new
arriving jobs in foreground queues interrupt the service
of high priority background jobs. However, when the job
size distribution has a high variance, the load constituted
by these small jobs is small, less than half of the total load.
Hence, differentiating the service of only background
jobs has a positive impact on the the mean response time
of high priority background jobs. Figure 8(a) compares
the mean slowdown of high priority jobsE�S�xH �� under
DF �FBN and PS for the BP distributionat load� � ��

and� � ���, andp � ��. We see that for both considered
load values,DF � FBN offers a lower mean slowdown
than PS for all high priority jobs. Figure 8(b) shows the
ratio of the mean slowdown of high priority jobs under
DF � FBN to their mean slowdown of the jobs under

FP � FBN . We observe that
E�S�xH ��DF�FBN
E�S�xH ��FP�FBN

reaches
as high as above 4 at load� � ���, which means that the
maximum conditional mean slowdown underDF�FBN

is 4 times higher than the conditional mean slowdown un-
derFP �FBN . The maximum value of the ratio is quite
low, about 1.5 for load� � ��
. The performance differ-
ence betweenDF � FBN andFP � FBN in terms of
reducing the mean response time of high priority jobs is
not very significant. And this is accounted by the fact that
FP �FBN maintains as double as the number of queues
asDF � FBN .

6.2.3 Low priority background jobs

Finally, the mean response time of a low priority back-
ground jobE�T �xLj�N�� � xL�� is a result of its waiting
time due to the backlog that it finds in the system upon its
arrivalWo , its service timexL, and the average waiting
time due to service interruptions of newly arriving jobs.
The service of these newly arriving jobs that affect the
response time of the low priority background job are the
service of the low priority jobs in the foreground queues
WL

s ��N��� and the service of all new arrivals of high pri-
ority jobsWH

s ���. That is,

E�T �xLj�N�� � xL�� � Wo 	WH
s ���

	 WL
s ��N��� 	 xL�

Definition 1 gives the expressions forWH
s ��� and

WL
s ��N��� as �E�T �xLjxL � �N���� � sN ��H

�
and

�E�T �xLjxL � �N����� sN ��L�N�� respectively. Hence,

E�T �xLj�N�� � xL�� � Wo 	 xL

	 E�T �xLjxL � �N�����
H
�

	 E�T �xLjxL � �N�����
L
�N��

� �sN�
H
�

	 sN�
L
�N�� ��

simplifying the above equation, we get

E�T �xLjxL � �N���� �
Wo � sN ��H

�
	 �L�N�� �

��� �H
�
� �L�N�� �

	
xL

��� �H
�
� �L�N�� �

�
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Figure 9:
E�S�xL��FP�FBN
E�S�xL��DF�FBN

for BP ���� 
 � ��	� ���� as a
function of job size, at load� � ���

We now look at the improvement ofDF � FBN over
FP �FBN in terms of reducing the mean response time



of low priority jobs for the BP distribution considered.
This is shown in Figure 9 where we plot the ratio of the
mean slowdown between the policies. We see that, while
there is no big difference between the mean slowdown
of low priority background jobs offered by both poli-
cies,DF � FBN significantly reduces the mean slow-
down of the jobs. Moreover, under overload, high prior-
ity background jobs underDF �FBN receive service as
long as the load due to the service received in foreground
queues is less than 1, which is the case by our definition
of highly varying job sizes. Therefore, we conclude that
DF �FBN is a more suitable policy than aFP �FBN

with respect to improving the mean response times of all
jobs in the system.

7 Conclusion

This paper demonstrates the impact of the variability of
job sizes on the performance of a size-based schedul-
ing policy called foreground background withN queues
(FBN ), and modifiesFBN to differentiate services
based on desired attributes in addition to the job sizes.
We show through analysis that the mean response time of
jobs underM�G���FBN system is significantly reduced
and the percentage of jobs that are penalized under the
system is negligibly low when job sizes have a highco-
efficient of variability (CoV � �) compared to job sizes
with a lowCoV � �. However,FBN cannot differenti-
ate the services of jobs based on attributes other than their
sizes and its ability to service jobs under overload is lim-
ited to foreground queues only. Therefore,FBN can’t
guarantee low response time for important jobs or users
(particularly with large job sizes).

We propose and analyze two variants ofFBN that
classify the incoming jobs, before servicing them, into
high and low priority based on any desired attributes.
These policies are referred to asfixed priority FBN
(FP � FBN ) anddifferential FBN (DF � FBN ). Nu-
merical results conducted for empirical job sizes with a
high CoV show thatFP � FBN offers absolute guaran-
tees to the response time of high priority jobs at the ex-
pense of a high penalty for low priority small jobs. Simi-
larly,DF � FBN also guarantees the service of the high
priority jobs. In addition,DF�FBN maintains the mean
response time of the low priority foreground jobs as low
as the mean response time underFBN . In contrast to
FBN , bothDF � FBN andFP � FBN can also guar-
antee the service of the high priority jobs under overload
at any reasonable mean arrival rate of the high priority
jobs.

We observe that the size-based scheduling analyzed in
this paper have the potential to reduce delay in the net-
work while offering service differentiation when the traf-
fic objects (jobs) have highly varying service times.
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